
Based on the most advanced video compression engine on the market today, the viBe em1000 and the viBe 
em2000 estaBlish a new Benchmark for standard-definition (sd) single- or multi-channel encoding, and are 
perfect for satellite and terrestrial Broadcast applications—as well as for iptv and caBle operations.

ViBE EM1000 & ViBE EM2000 – PrEMiuM 
MPEG-4 & MPEG-2 CoMPrEssion

the thomson viBe em1000 and viBe em2000 
are based on the world’s first professional-
grade mpeg-4 compression chipset. at the 
heart of this new encoder line is a dedicated 
application-specific integrated circuit (asic) 
with greatly increased processing power, 
providing premium compression and true multi-
pass encoding. 

together, these technologies deliver mpeg-4 
avc compression at a greater-than 50 percent 
efficiency compared to existing mpeg-2 
systems. 

this type of efficiency is also available to 
operators who require mpeg-2 encoding. By 
using their unique feature set and techniques 
developed from mpeg-4 encoding, the viBe 
em1000 and viBe em2000 encoders greatly 
improve bandwidth efficiency. in mpeg-2 
applications, the viBe em1000 and the viBe 
em2000 can create enough bandwidth within 
a satellite transponder to carry at least an 
additional channel.

ViBE EM1000 & ViBE EM2000 –  
A FlExiBlE PlAtForM

Based on the most advanced video 
compression engine on the market today, the 
viBe em1000 and the viBe em2000 establish 
a new benchmark, not only in performance, 
but also in terms of density, versatility, and 
power consumption. this encoder line can be 
configured as a single-channel or multi-channel 
unit, where the latter offers the advantage of 
both a reduced footprint and lower power 
consumption per channel. each channel can 
be independently configured for mpeg-2 or 
mpeg-4 encoding, extending the possibilities 
for hybrid applications. 

this flexible approach makes the viBe 
em1000 and viBe em2000 encoders perfect 
for applications ranging from small regional 
systems to large national headends covering all 
types of networks.

combining compression efficiency, pre-
processing, and high density, they deliver 
clearer pictures with increased depth and 
clarity. as a result, you can deliver video across 
all networks, sustaining the viability of your 
business model—and let your customers enjoy 
a premium viewing experience.

the viBe em1000 and viBe em2000 encoders 
also deliver significant savings in audio 
bandwidth utilization through the support of 
the latest audio compression formats, including 
dolby digital and aac.

up to eight stereo pairs of audio are supported, 
enabling multiple languages or additional radio 
services.

KEY FEATURES
 ›  MPEG-4 AVC Main & High Profile@level 3

 ›  MPEG-2 Main Profile@Main level

 ›  High efficiency, low bit-rate operation for 
bandwidth-critical networks

 ›  improved high bit-rate operation where 
premium picture quality is paramount

 ›  Dual-pass encoding, CBr mode, or VBr 
mode with thomson Flextream™

 ›  Microsoft Mediaroom conformance 

 ›  Asi and Gigabit Ethernet interfaces

 ›  sDi and analog video inputs

 ›  Control and monitoring via Web browser or 
thomson xMs™ Management system

 ›  single- or multi-channel (up to four sD 
channels) configuration offering industry-
leading density

 ›  low power consumption

 ›  robust optional features, including: 
—   Picture-in-picture 
—   up to eight stereo audio pairs per 
     video channel 
—   Advanced pre-processing 
—   Hybrid and/or Distributed Flextream 
     statistical multiplexing 
—   Fixed key scrambling 
—   logo insertion 
—   DVB subtitling transcoding 
—   MPEG compressed input

MPEG-2/MPEG-4 sD EnCoDErs

ViBE EM1000 
ViBE EM2000
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PROFESSIONAL SERVICES

our professional services offerings ensure optimal system performance and maximize uptime. these services include call centers staffed around the clock; system planning, 

design, and commissioning; professional training courses; and technical maintenance programs and service agreements.

ORDERING INFORMATION
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Hardware
ViBE-EM2000 SINGLE 
premium, single-channel, mpeg-4/
mpeg-2 sd chassis

VIBE-EM2000-DUAL 
premium, dual-channel,  
mpeg-4/mpeg-2 sd chassis

ViBE-EM2000 QUAD, ViBE-EM1000 
premium, multi-channel,  
mpeg-4/mpeg-2 sd chassis

Software Licences
ViBE-SW-MPEG41
 › software license for mpeg-4 sd 
encoding 

ViBE-SW-LAT1
 › software license for mpeg-4 sd 
encoding for cBr low latency 
applications

ViBE-SW-MPEG21
 › software license for mpeg-2 sd 
encoding

Hardware Options
VIBE-OPT-2SUPPLY
 › optional dual power supply

ViBE-OPT-MPEGIN
 › optional multi audio and video decoder 
for compressed sources

Software Options
ViBE-OPT-PIP
 › option to enable picture-in-picture 
operation

ViBE-OPT-FLEXTRE
 › option to enable flextream integration 
on unique sites

ViBE-OPT-FLEXALL
 › option to enable flextream integration 
between remote sites

ViBE-OPT-SCR
 › option to enable fixed key scrambling

ViBE-LIC-AAC
 › option to enable aac audio encoding

ViBE-LIC-DOLBY
 › option to enable dolby digital audio 
encoding

ViBE-LIC-MPEG1L2
 › option to enable mpeg-1 layer ii 
audio encoding

ViBE-LIC-LOGO
 › option to enable logo insertion 
operation

ViBE-LIC-DVBSUB
 › option to enable dvB subtitling 
transcoding

notes: 

1  all software licenses can be 
simultaneously installed in the same 
chassis

e-mail: sales@thomson-networks.com

Video and Audio Inputs
 › sdi and cvBs (pal, ntsc, secam) 
video input

 › embedded, digital, and balanced 
analog audio inputs

 › asi input for data such as dvB 
subtitling injection

 › asi and dual gigabit ethernet for 
mpeg-2/mpeg-4 compressed 
sources

Outputs
 › dual asi and gigabit ethernet
 › spts or mpts format  
(built-in multiplexer)

Video Processing
 › mpeg-4 avc main and high profiles 
(mp@l3 & hp@l3)

 › mpeg-2 mp@ml
 › cBr, vBr, or capped vBr operation
 › full gop adaptive 
 › field/frame adaptive (paff & mBaff)
 › multi-level hierarchical gop structure 
(mpeg-4)

 › pvr descriptor support
 › inverse telecine (3/2 pulldown)
 › 720, 704, 640, 544, 528, 480, 352 
pixels per line

 › content-adaptive processing  
(fades, scene-cuts, etc.)

 › fast channel change support
 › custom slides 
 › logo insertion
 › expert modes for interoperability with 
legacy systems

Audio Processing
 › mpeg-1 layer ii encoding
 › dolby digital 2.0 encoding
 › aac (-lc & -he, -he v2) encoding
 › ac3, e-ac3 pass-through
 › audio transparent
 › audio level adjustment
 › audio description support

VBI Processing
 › ceefaX B, wss, vps
 › d/vitc, monochrome transparent lines 
 › afd (smpte 2016 & rp186) 
 › cc, Xds, dtvcc, eia608 to eia708 
translation, naBts, gemstar, amol 
1&2 

 › dvB subtitling pass-through 
resynchronized with video 

 › dvB subtitling transcoding

Control and Monitoring
 › Xms management system software 
(system option)

 › embedded web server 
 › snmp agent for alarm collection
 › interface with sapphire Broadcast 
server for ingest solutions

 › insertion of digital cue-tones (scte35) 
from gpi, ethernet (scte104)

 › pre-defined set-ups and auto modes
 › front panel configuration for simple 
set-up

Physical Characteristics
 › 1 ru x 19” (44.5 mm high x 482.6 mm 
wide x 559 mm deep)

 › power consumption: 70w to 160w 
(configuration dependent) 
— input voltage: 100 to 240 vac 
     continuous range  
— frequency: 50 to 60 hz

 › weight: 8.8 kg (19.4 lbs.)
 › environmental conditions
 › operating temperature:  
5 to 50°c (41 to 122°f)

 › storage temperature:  
-25 to 70°c (-13 to 158°f)

 › maximum humidity:  
95% at 35°c non-condensing

Compliance
 › ce marked in accordance with the 
93/68/eec (22/07/93) directive

 › safety:  
iec 60950 and en 60950, ul 60950

 › emc: en 55022, en 55024, 
en61000-3-2, fcc, ices, vcci, 
c-tick

 › compatible with iptv service platforms 
(tested with microsoft mediaroom/
huawei/alcatel miview/technicolor 
smartvision)

Options
 › dolby digital 2.0 audio encoding
 › aac audio encoding
 › mpeg-1 layer ii audio encoding
 › statistical multiplexing with flextream 
technology

 › advanced pre-processing
 › picture-in-picture
 › fixed key scrambling  
(Biss 1 & Biss e)

 › logo insertion
 › dvB subtitling transcoding
 › mpeg compressed input
 › dual power supply
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